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Tumor heterogeneity is a common feature
in tumor evolution and plays an important role in tumorigenesis and progression [1]. Previous studies mainly focus on
the intra-tumor heterogeneity within the
resectable region of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM). GBM cells often infiltrate
the surrounding normal brain tissue, which
is thought to have a certain biological function and is preserved during the operation.
Thus, only a few studies focus on the peritumoral edge lesion. Clinically, almost all
patients with GBM relapse in situ, and this
part of the tumor cells infiltrating the peritumoral edge lesion is the source of GBM
recurrence.
Jin et al. [2] analyzed the heterogeneity of GBM by transcriptional subtyping
and found that the expression of proneural genes was significantly increased in
the peripheral portion of GBM, whereas
mesenchymal genes were significantly
expressed in the central portion of GBM.
Different populations of GBM cell not
only coexist but also influence each other
through cell-to-cell communication, promoting tumor malignant behavior together
[3]. Therefore, tumor heterogeneity is also
an important reason for refractory tumor.
However, the interaction patterns between
spatially distinct GBM cells and their
potential molecular mechanisms remain
unclear.
In the current issue of Nature
Communications, Bastola et al. [4] focused
on the tumor initiation cells in the peritumoral edge lesion, and further confirmed
that tumor core cells could promote the proliferation and radiation resistance of glioma-initiating cells at tumor edge in vitro and
in vivo. Based on previous studies, Bastola
et al. used stereotactic survey to biopsy the
lesions with T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging as core tissue and with nonT1-weighted and high-flair signal magnetic
resonance imaging as edge tissue. The core
and edge glioma sphere models derived
from core and edge tissue were constructed,
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respectively. There were significant differences not only in histopathological features
but also in immunohistochemistry and transcriptional profiling between core tissues
and edge tissues. For instance, the core
tissue of GBM exhibits high expression of
core-marker genes, including CD44, MYC,
HIF1α, VIM, ANXA1, CDK6, and JAG1,
whereas the edge tissue exhibits high expression edge-marker genes, including OLIG1,
TC2, SRRM2, ERBB3, PHGDH, and
RAP1GAP. Notably, marker genes related
to proneural and mesenchymal subtypes can
both be expressed in both edge and core tissues, which suggests that edge tumor cells
are not solely composed of proneural (PN)
cells and that, similarly, core cells are a mixture of multiple tumor subtypes. However,
the distinct molecular properties between
core and edge GBM tissues result from the
proportion of normal or reactive non-tumorigenic cells. Bastola et al. used edge and
core GBM tissues to construct the edge- and
core-derived glioma sphere models, respectively, and then injected these glioma sphere
into the brains of mice. The results of the in
vivo experiments showed that the core-derived cells were almost completely located
in the tumor, whereas the edge-
derived
tumor cells existed in a wider part of the
mouse brain, and it was further verified that
the difference in distribution is associated
with the inherent properties of core and edge
GBM cells, but not with GBM cell invasion.
These findings support the hypothesis that
regionally specified GBM sphere models
phenocopy intra-tumor spatial identities
in vivo.
Clinically, Bastola et al. further found
that patients that did not undergo complete GBM resection had poorer prognosis.
Small residual tumors have poor prognosis,
and this phenomenon is not easy to explain
by the real superposition effect of residual
core tumors. Bastola et al. speculates that
the residual tumor may play an important
role in promoting the peripheral infiltrating tumor cells. To verify the conjecture,
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Figure 1
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they used conditioned media (CM) of core-like GBM cells
to stimulate edge-like cells and observed that the CM could
significantly promote the proliferation and radiation resistance of edge-like cells. The results were also verified in nude
mice. Notably, the CM of edge-like cells had no effect on
stimulating core-like cells. However, the molecular mechanism of the effect of core-like cells on the malignant phenotype of edge-like cells is still unclear.
To identify the key gene, a core- and edge-like GBM cell
sphere co-culture system was set up in vitro, and 12 compounds with inhibitory effects were identified from more
than 30,000 small molecular compounds. Interestingly,
among them, half were histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors. A previous study reported that HDAC is a class of
molecules related to signal transduction between tumor cells
and that changes the spectrum of soluble proteins secreted
by tumor cells [5]. However, whether it plays a role in intercellular crosstalk from core to edge GBM cells is unclear.
Thus, Bastola et al. further used a lentiviral vector to knockdown HDAC1 in core-like GBM sphere and found that the
CM of core-like GBM sphere could not promote the proliferation, radiation resistance, or CD44 expression of edgelike sphere any further. This suggests that the HDAC1 gene
plays a key role in the core–edge axis. However, what are the
signal molecules of the core–edge axis? Bastola et al. pretreated CM with proteinase K and found that CM pretreated
with proteinase K could eliminate the growth-promoting
effects of edge-like cells. This suggests that the molecular
signal from core-like cells to edge-like cells is likely to be
soluble proteins rather than lipids or exosome. The CM of
core-like cells was also identified by liquid chromatography
mass spectrometry. Finally, four soluble proteins, including
CD109, TGFB36, COL12A1, and SRPX37, was identified.
It was further confirmed that HDAC1 can regulate the secretion of CD109 in core-like cells. Notably, the ability of corelike cells to mediate the proliferation of edge-like cells could
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be restored with knock-down of CD109 of core-like cells,
confirming that sCD109 is secreted by core-like cells and
mediates the proliferation of edge-like cells. However, how
does HDAC1 regulate the expression of sCD109 in core-like
cells? In view of the fact that HDAC1 can regulate the mRNA
and protein levels of CD109, it is suggested that HDAC1 can
affect the transcriptional levels of CD109. Chromatin immunoprecipitation assay confirmed that HDAC1 could bind to
the promoter of CD109 gene. Bastola et al. previously found
that C/EBPβ is a key transcription factor in the expression
of CD109 [6]. After HDAC1 was knocked down in core-like
cells, chromatin immunoprecipitation assay confirmed that
the C/EBPβ protein showed greatly reduced binding to the
CD109 promoter. Therefore, HDAC1 positively regulates
CD109 in a C/EBPβ-dependent manner in core GBM cells.
Increasing studies showed that patients with GBM could
benefit from surgery [7]. Although neurosurgeons have
precision equipment such as fluorescence microscopes,
it is very difficult to completely remove GBM cells from
the brain. The seed cells of tumor recurrence mainly exist
in the peritumoral edge lesion. This study reveals a novel
mechanism that neighboring residual core cells can mediate
the growth and radiotherapy resistance of glioma-initiating
cells at tumor edge through HDAC1–CD109 signal axis
(Figure 1), thus providing a new potential target for glioma
patients with residual tumors. Although this study is the first
to reveal intercellular communication between core and edge
GBM cells, the protein receptor of sCD109 and how it promotes malignant proliferation and radiotherapy resistance of
edge cells remain unclear.
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